
First Prize Limited Editions

Title
No Monster

Author
Alice Major

Publisher
Poppy Press

Printer
Classic Engraving

Size
13cm x 20.5 cm

Cover Designer
Alexander Lavdovsky

Text Designer
Alexander Lavdovsky

Illustrator
Alexander Lavdovsky 
with original linoprint by 
Herbert Siebner

Photographer
n/a

NO MONSTER
Alice Major

This was the best overall production in this year's entries. The cover 
was impressive, and demonstrated great care in the colour choice of 
the cover illustration and the paper stock on which it was printed. The 
frontispiece print, and other illustrations added a welcome richness to 
the text. The illustrations were well integrated with the beautiful type, 
especially with the double page spread on pages 20-21. The type and 
printing were crisp, yet warm and approachable. A lovely production.
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Honourable Mention

Title
Antarctica
Explorer Series Volume I

Author
Pat & Rosemarie Keough

Publisher
Nahanni Productions Inc

Printer
Hemlock Printers Ltd

Limited Editions

Cover Designer
Pat & Rosemarie Keough

Text Designer
Pat & Rosemarie Keough

Illustrator 
n/a

Photographer
Pat & Rosemarie Keough

Size
48cm x 36cm

The photography in this book is stunning, and is beautifully presented 
and printed on wonderful paper. One only wishes equal care had been 
given to the captions and typography. All are well done but none are 
exceptional; typographically there is nothing new or exciting here. The 
map is not well integrated into the text and the entire production lacks 
continuity. This is especially true of the binding, in which extreme care 
has been taken to produce an ambitious cover in leather, but it reveals 
nothing of the stunning contents of the book. Why not showcase what is 
the best feature of a remarkable production?
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